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such as democracy and power sharing which are more rooted in Western than African political norms.
This problem arises from the dismissal of the pre-colonial African political heritage. This is surprising, since many African nationalists and rulers have owed their position to their ability to exploit political symbols from the political legacy of pre-colonial Africa. The fact that these ideas have reinforced rather than weakened ethnic, regional, and other ties in many states, and indeed are partly responsible for the weakness of the modern African state, suggests the importance of understanding the African dimension. This attempt to connect modern African nationalism to African values and culture became much more commonplace when the early nationalists returned from abroad, and began mobilising the population in the anti-colonial struggle. As they struggled to form political parties, they blatantly co-opted pre-colonial rituals, symbols and language which had survived in the rural areas, mining compounds, migrant camps, urban shanties, independent churches and other locales. African popular culture thus thrived during the heady days of nationalism, as the nationalists encouraged people to sing 'traditional' 15 Peter Geschiere, The Modernity of Witchcraft: politics and the occult in post-colonial Afr (Charlottesville, 1997 In folktales collected in the central highlands during his forty-year residency in Angola in the first decades of this century, Merlin Ennis noted that many of them focused on the ruler as a noted hunter. He stressed that at the installation of rulers, all the men of the kingdom participated in a large hunt to secure a supply of meat for the coronation feast.46 Many of the tales suggested that hunts were also undertaken to raid neighbouring peoples to gain slaves and cattle, as well as to engender fear and submission. Thus many young men were initiated into battle during the annual hunts which the rulers organised.
Other aspects of the hunter symbolism were also important. For example, the power of the hunter was reflected in the ability to kill at will, or in central African political idiom to 'eat people'. In the initiation raid, the ruler was to participate in ritual cannibalism. La'zlo Magyar, a Hungarian national who was married to the daughter of the ruler of Viye, and resided in the highlands between i849 and i857, wrote that newly appointed rulers had to eat the old one' to initiate their rule. This form of ritual cannibalism was not only connected to the spiritual power which rulers were believed to gain from this seemingly anti-social act, but also indicated to all the total and absolute power which a ritually installed ruler possessed. Ritual cannibalism was also a testament to a ruler's control of evil through witchcraft, since all witchcraft involved cannibalism. Indeed, the ritual was such a significant part of the installation ceremonies of rulers that in the years preceding Portuguese conquest in i890 some rulers were deposed for refusing to undertake it. The symbolic ceremonies continued after The association between leadership and witchcraft was particularly evident when the kingdom was at the mercy of an authoritarian leader, Hambly also wrote that some Ovimbundu villagers whom he interviewed believed that a political leader was a spirit-possessed person, and that leadership was associated with the ancestors who bestowed magical powers on the ruler. He also recorded the existence of several other rituals and taboos associated with the person of the ruler: for example, that people believed that the ruler's person and aura were considered so sacred that people were not supposed to pass behind him. The traditions also recalled that when a ruler moved around the countryside with his counsellors, special rituals were followed. In some instances, the bearers and attendants who carried the rulers sounded whistles and gongs to warn commoners to move away, since it was believed that a person could be harmed by the breath and smell of the king. In addition, they recalled that rulers had to perform certain religious ceremonies, including public sacrifices at the royal shrine, to control the elements and to ensure success in hunting.69
Moreover, people often used the ideology of witchcraft in reference to the early colonial state. Not a few Ovimbundu peasants regarded the colonial state in the same way that they regarded rulers in the past who 67 Tucker, Treasury, pp. 68-9. 68 Letters from Leona Stukey Tucker, the wife of the Canadian missionary John Tucker, contain several descriptions of these practices, which she witnessed in the I 920s. Letters compiled by Catherine Ward in author's possession.
69 Ennis, Umbundu, p. 9; Hambly, Ovimbundu; Henderson, Five Centuries, p. 50, for a mode manifestation of this practice see Alfred Hauenstein, Angola, os simbolos do poder, pp. 70-2. i6o LINDA M. HEYWOOD abused their power, by relating colonial rule to selfishness, i.e. witchcraft. Indeed, witchcraft accusation was in some ways a critique of the colonial state. People blamed the whites for the changes which had befallen the state, some even believing that the spirit of the white man would not allow an African man's eyes to see and understand the written word, until he had killed some members of his family.70 Other like Sekulu Chamuanga, a former slave dealer, explained to Tucker in 19I4 why he believed that 'the country is in bad shape', and why 'witches and sorcerers abound'. According to him, this was owing to the new political situation in the country where Europeans had taken over the state, and outlawed some of the traditional practices which used to reorder society and prevent selfishness. He told Tucker, 'formerly we burned alive such people on top of the Chimabango mountain .
The general tendency in the published works which deal with the early colonial period in Africa has been to connect European conquest to the incidence of witchcraft occurrences and accusations, seeing them either as an expression of extreme powerlessness (anomie), or as the African response to the loss of political power.72 Perhaps it might be more correct to see the references to witches in the central highlands as a reaction of society to the abuses of power by Portuguese colonial authorities, who the people believed had the power of their ancestors protecting them, similar to their former rulers who could call on the power of their own ancestors. As was noted earlier, in the pre-conquest period, political leaders could use this power for communal good or for selfish purposes. When it was used for the common good, the people prospered and witchcraft (the private accumulation of power which threatened societal order) was suppressed.
In the colonial period, however, the Portuguese were abusing political power with their forced labour policies, land alienation, racial segregation, physical brutality and the denigration of local traditions. These beliefs are still widespread among rural Angolans. As their leaders take their place in the GURN government, Angolan leaders and the international community should not dismiss lightly this dimension of UNITA's nationalism. The African-influenced nationalism which UNITA promoted is sure to present formidable obstacles to 92 As quoted in Leon Dash, 'Angola's desperate decision', Washington Post, C 5. 93 Ibid.
